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Chapter 1: A New Encounter 

 

A deep inhale followed by a long pause of breath. Mythia’s body was as silent as it was still in                    

the underbrush in which she hid. A hundred paces in front of her stood a buck eating from a                   

berry bush beneath its hooves, unaware of Mythia’s lurking presence. And with a swift release of                

her breath and fingers, out shot the arrow that she had been holding taut in her bow. 

The stillness of the forest was broken for but an instant as the body of the now lifeless                  

buck collapsed into the bramble where it had originally stood. Its death was immediate and               

painless. A respectable death for a respectable creature. 

Mythia emerged from her natural hiding place to retrieve her arrow and her hunt. When               

she got up to the fallen creature Mythia began her post hunt routine. The first thing she did was                   

check the buck to confirm its death, followed by a short prayer to Neymaria. She then lifted the                  

buck over her shoulders and, with her feet, began to dig a small hole where the buck fell. Once                   

finished, she reached into her pocket, but, before she could retrieve what was in there, an                

unfamiliar rustling in the leaves behind her startled her and triggered her defensive reflexes. In               

the same fluid motion, Mythia dropped the deer from her shoulders and pulled her bow and an                 

arrow from the pouch off her back. Bow pulled and arrow taut, Mythia turned to defend herself                 

against, what she assumed would be, a predator animal that had come to steal her hunt; however,                 

what she saw confused her and almost surprised her enough to lose grip on her arrow. 



The creature she saw before herself was unlike any other she had encountered. Clumsily              

moving its way through the thick underbrush was a creature that closely resembled that of               

herself. The only creatures Mythia had ever encountered that rivaled her own size were that of                

bears and some elk (even ma and pa were less than half her height!), although this figure did                  

share a similar trait to elk with its pointed ears. Encountering this creature with a body and                 

features that mirrored hers created a strange mixed sensation of curiosity and fear within Mythia. 

From his perspective, Rydel had been doing a routine perimeter search across the             

Lumarian border (a rather boring and monotonous task considering the Wispians were a             

reclusive and nonviolent peoples). This position, due to its lack of intensity and excitement, was               

typically an assigned job for either rookie guards or people who have done something to piss off                 

their superiors. Both of which applied to Rydel. 

Due to his lack of experience and knowledge of his newly appointed route, Rydel,              

unbeknownst to him, drew off course and ended up traveling deep into the Living Woods. It only                 

became clear to him that he had steered off course when the canopy above him and the                 

underbrush around him began to grow more wild, free, and dense. So dense, in fact, that it began                  

to be a struggle for him to make his way through the woods and he began to tire greatly. It was                     

just as his coming exhaustion was beginning to turn into fear that he heard a faint noise and saw                   

a slight shadow out of the corner of his eye. 

Fearing the worst he almost fell off his feet, but what he saw gave him hope of salvation.                  

Before him he stood a human woman. This human was tall, taller than most he had encountered.                 

Her hair was a long, fiery, curly mane that reached all the way down her back, and it was not                    

until he noticed the fierce look in her eyes that he saw the longbow she currently had aimed                  



toward him. The fear that he had felt began to subside at the sight of another individual, suddenly                  

rushed back, causing him to fall down out of fright and confusion. 

Extending his hands up toward this human, Rydel, struggling to speak, yelled out,             

“Whoa, whoa! Wait, wait! I’m just a guard, I mean no harm. I just need help. I’m new to this                    

area and got lost. I just need help getting back to my post.” 

Mythia was taken aback. A creature with language? Ma, pa, and the others in the               

commune were the only creatures she had ever heard speak, and it did not look to be one of                   

them. What was this creature? “What are you?” She asked him, still holding tightly to the bow. 

“I-I I am a guard for the Leerian army. Just a low ranking soldier. I just need help                  

findin-” he began to say before she cut him off yelling with ferocious curiosity, “No, what are                 

you? What sort of creature are you?” 

Taken aback from the type of question and also feeling the fear seep in more deeply,                

Rydel, on the verge of tears, began to plead to the human woman towering over him, “I’m of                  

Leerian descent, I swear it! I am not Darthian scum, I am an elf of pure blood. I’m not here to                     

harm, I just need help.” 

Leerian? Darthian? Elf? Mythia knew those words, but from where? Stories? The            

Leerian and Darthian elves were types of people from folklore stories that ma and pa used to tell                  

her growing up. But those stories were make-believe, she thought, fictional stories to tell me               

before I slept. They can’t be real, can they? 

Mythia’s mind began to wander and her gaze drew off Rydel, who, now feeling more fear                

than salvation from his finding of Mythia, began to stand up and dash away from this strange and                  

frightening human. 



Not paying attention, Mythia was startled by the sudden change in energy from the              

creature before her, and, out of instinct, uttered a few words under her breath and fired the arrow                  

that she had been holding. The arrow was quick to leave the string of the bow, but before it did, a                     

small green light that had gathered itself in Mythia’s finger tips transferred itself onto the arrow.                

In the short distance the arrow traveled from Mythia to Rydel, the light fully encompassed it                

causing it to grow brightly in the dimly lit woods.  

Rydel soon found himself collapsing onto the ground. However, it was not due to the               

searing pain of an arrow piercing into his shoulder that he collapsed; rather it was the vines that                  

grew out of the arrow encompassing his whole body that caused him to fall. 

Panic rushed through Rydel’s mind as he struggled to break free from the vines that had                

suddenly appeared and trapped him. Mythia, on the other hand, was calmer now that this stranger                

was trapped and in her control. As he laid on the ground attempting to break free, Mythia began                  

to slowly make her way over to Rydel and drag his body to a nearby tree to prop him up. 

“Not yet,” she said, leaning over him. “You can leave when you’ve answered a few of                

my questions.” And before he could speak, Mythia turned around and bent down toward the little                

hole that she had dug before this new encounter. Now having the time, she reached into her                 

pocket and pulled out a seed. She placed the seed into the hole, covered it up, and muttered                  

something under her breath again. The same green light that had surrounded her arrow now was                

being sent into the ground and when she pulled her hand away, Rydel could see a little sapling                  

pushing itself out of the soil. 

 

*  * * 



It took a while, but Rydel finally calmed down and stopped trying to break free from his binds.                  

Mythia was happy to wait quietly for him to settle down, for she was in control and she knew                   

that. She knew that he would not be doing anything or going anywhere until he gave him what                  

she wanted, and eventually he came to realize this too. 

Once fully settled down and aware of the situation he was in, Rydel, with a great sigh of                  

defeat and exhaustion, asked, “What is it you want to know?” 

Not knowing where to begin, Mythia started asking this stranger about his home. What it               

looks like, about the people who inhabit it, what they look like, what they do, and more. From                  

there she began to ask about what lies beyond his home (which she now learned was called the                  

Lumarian Woods) and the inhabitants of those areas. It seemed that the few stories she was told                 

as a child were barely just scratching the surface of the vast expanse of a world she was now                   

learning about. She learned of the existence of different types of peoples, of cities made of stone                 

instead of trees, and of battles and wars being fought without end. 

By the time Rydel ran out of breath with nothing left to say only a few hours had passed,                   

but to Mythia it had felt only like a few minutes. Her mind was racing trying to keep up with                    

everything that was being said while also trying to commit everything to memory. Time seemed               

to escape her as her discussion with her teacher went on and, as a result, the past few hours flew                    

by for her. 

Conversely, for Rydel those few hours seemed to last days. He was tired, hungry, thirsty,               

lost, scared, and most importantly there was a crazy human interrogating him about basic world               

knowledge. How was it that this person knew nothing, absolutely nothing, about the world and               

its history? He, himself, didn’t even know all that much (nothing beyond a child’s education),               

but still everything he said seemed to surprise and entice her as if she were hearing it for the first                    



time. This baffled Rydel in his own right, but not enough to forget that he was being held captive                   

by this ignorant human. That fear stuck with him. 

When Rydel finished speaking it was out of pure exhaustion, for he had exhausted every               

piece of knowledge that his basic education had granted him. For the first time in hours silence                 

returned to the woods. The silence unnerved Rydel. Was she mad at him for stopping? Was he to                  

continue? What more could he possibly say? What will she do to me now that I no longer                  

provide any use for her? Fearing this silence and the questions he was asking himself, Rydel,                

horace from the hours spent speaking, asked Mythia simply, “Who are you?” 

Instead of answering, Mythia looked up and peered at the sun through the breaks in the                

canopy. Without breaking eye contact from the sky, she reached to her side and pulled a dagger                 

from her belt. Rydel’s fear grew as he watched, but he lacked the mental and physical energy to                  

resist or struggle. And with one swift swipe of her arm, Mythia swung the dagger down and cut a                   

clean line down the bramble binds, thus allowing Rydel to emerge from within, like a butterfly                

breaking out of its cocoon.  

Still with her head tilted toward the sky, Mythia nudged her head to the left and said,                 

“That way is south, if you head in that direction for long enough you will reach the edge of the                    

woods to, what I assume, is your home.”  

And with that she walked away.  

Rydel did not allow himself to feel relaxed until this human had left his sight and been                 

gone for several minutes. Eventually he felt comfortable enough to let the weight that had been                

in his chest for the past few hours drop and take a breath of relief. This moment, however, was                   

brief, for as soon as he let the weight drop he felt a searing pain in his stomach and began to                     

violently vomit all over the remains of his bramble prison. 



When he was finished he wiped the vomit from his mouth and the tears from his eyes.                 

Unable to get up or move due to extreme fatigue, he now laid on the ground, crying, beneath the                   

tree he had been propped up against and interrogated on. His crying was silent, for he did not                  

dare make a sound. For the past few hours his speech, his words, had been as much a prison as                    

the bramble binds were, for every word he spoke was extra time added to his sentence. But there                  

was also the fear that if he did not speak long enough or sufficiently enough that there would be                   

a punishment far worse than simple imprisonment, so he was forced to add time to his own                 

sentence to possibly prevent something worse from happening to him. Imagine that: being both              

prisoner and warden to yourself, and therefore having both the desire to set yourself free and the                 

desire to keep yourself imprisoned. The toll was tremendous and it was out of trauma and fear of                  

his own voice that he wept silently. 

Rydel wept and the silence of the forest engulfed him. He wept as the little light in the                  

woods began to diminish. Through his tears and the darkening space around him he saw before                

himself the little sapling begin to sprout a tiny white flower. And his weeping stopped. 


